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Background: Nocturnal enuresis is a common develop-
mental disorder in children, and primary monosymptomatic 
nocturnal enuresis (PMNE) is the dominant subtype.
Methods: This study investigated brain functional abnor-
malities that are specifically related to working memory in 
children with PMNE using function magnetic resonance imag-
ing (fMRI) in combination with an n-back task. Twenty children 
with PMNE and 20 healthy children, group-matched for age 
and sex, participated in this experiment.
results: Several brain regions exhibited reduced activation 
during the n-back task in children with PMNE, including the 
right precentral gyrus and the right inferior parietal lobule 
extending to the postcentral gyrus. Children with PMNE exhib-
ited decreased cerebral activation in the task-positive network, 
increased task-related cerebral deactivation during a working 
memory task, and longer response times.
conclusion: Patients exhibited different brain response 
patterns to different levels of working memory and tended to 
compensate by greater default mode network deactivation 
to sustain normal working memory function. Our results sug-
gest that children with PMNE have potential working memory 
dysfunction.

nocturnal enuresis is a common developmental disorder 
that affects 15–20% of 5-y-old children (1). This disorder 

can persist into adolescence, and it negatively affects the self-
image and performance of these children (2). Primary mono-
symptomatic nocturnal enuresis (PMNE) is diagnosed when a 
child exhibits enuresis without additional lower urinary tract 
symptoms with the exclusion of nocturia or a history of bladder 
dysfunction without a period of established urinary continence 
for more than 6 mo (3). Several factors are associated with and 
contribute to nocturnal enuresis, including heredity, polyuria, 
detrusor overactivity, sleep, and central nervous system mecha-
nisms (4). Previous studies using electroencephalograms and 

event-related brain potentials indicated that maturational 
delays in central nervous system development are indicators 
of PMNE pathogenesis (5–8). Primary nocturnal enuresis chil-
dren show a higher prevalence of all sleep disturbances (9). 
Furthermore, the prevalence of fine motor coordination and 
visuomotor integration were abnormal in prepubertal children 
with PMNE. These studies suggested that PMNE should not be 
considered as a voiding disorder alone (10).

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques, such as 
structural MRI, functional MRI (fMRI), and diffusion MRI, 
provide efficient, feasible and noninvasive methods to inves-
tigate the biological mechanisms of incontinence. Several 
studies reported alterations in brain functions in patients with 
urgency and urge incontinence using fMRI (11,12). We per-
formed a series of MRI experiments to investigate functional 
and structural abnormalities that are associated with PMNE. 
Our previous studies identified microstructural abnormalities 
in the thalamus, medial frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate cor-
tex, and insular cortex of children with PMNE using diffusion 
MRI (13) and neurochemical abnormalities in the prefrontal 
cortex (PFC) and pons of children with PMNE using proton 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (14). We also reported that 
the nature of local intrinsic activity changed in the PFC dur-
ing resting states in children with PMNE (15). Furthermore, 
we demonstrated that functional brain networks in PMNE 
patients were characterized by a significantly lower clustering 
coefficient and global and local efficiencies, and a higher char-
acteristic path length using graph theory-based network anal-
ysis (unpublished data). These findings suggest that children 
with PMNE have brain network alterations that affect global 
communication and integration. These studies demonstrated 
that children with PMNE exhibit structural, functional (under 
resting states), and neurochemical abnormalities in the brain, 
which suggest that children with PMNE have potential cog-
nitive problems. In fact, forebrain activation in children with 
PMNE was altered during a response inhibition task (16).
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Previous research suggests that the PFC is important for 

bladder control (11,12). We demonstrated previously that the 
PFC was abnormal in children with PMNE (13–16). The PFC 
is responsible for executive functions, such as mediating con-
flicting thoughts, making choices, predicting future events, 
and governing social control (17). The dorsolateral and ventro-
lateral PFC play important roles in working memory (18). One 
previous study utilized event-related fMRI in PMNE subjects 
and identified a dysfunction in the left cerebella of PMNE chil-
dren. However, this study did not investigate PFC abnormali-
ties during n-back working memory (19). The fMRI-testing 
paradigm in this previous study was a type of visual working 
memory task-categorical n-back paradigm of moderate dif-
ficulty without differentiation degrees. It is not clear whether 
impairments during different difficult n-back tasks exist in 
children with PMNE.

Working memory is an important cognitive function in 
humans that refers to the ability to transiently store and 
manipulate information “held online” in the service of com-
plex cognition for further behavioral guidance (20). Working 
memory primarily involves a bilateral parieto-frontal net-
work in the performance of classical n-back tasks (18). We 
hypothesized that children with PMNE have potential dys-
function during working memory, and they use different 
cognitive strategies during working memory compared to 
healthy children. This study investigated working memory in 
children with PMNE and healthy children using the classic 
n-back task with three levels of difficulty (0-back, 1-back, and 
2-back) and fMRI.

RESULTS
Task Performance
Children with PMNE exhibited slight better performance 
accuracy (during 1-back and 2-back) compared with control 
children, but no significant differences in the overall or indi-
vidual n-back task means. For example, the average percent-
ages of correct responses were 85.3 ± 7.3% for children with 
PMNE, and 82.9 ± 7.1% for the control children. The PMNE 
group exhibited a longer response times (RT) during the 
n-back task, and the average RT and 1-back RT were signifi-
cantly longer in PMNE children. The average RT was longer 
in PMNE children (P < 0.05): 671.6 ± 114 ms in children with 
PMNE, and 588.9 ± 68.9 ms in control children. The 1-back RT 
was also longer in PMNE children (P < 0.05): 687.8 ± 132.7 ms 
in children with PMNE, and 582.3 ± 76.4 ms in control chil-
dren. Additional details are shown in Figure 1.

Functional MRI Data
Task-positive networks across multiple cognitive domains. 
The control group exhibited significant right inferior pari-
etal lobule and right lentiform nucleus activation in the “1-
back” minus “0-back” contrast (Table 1 and Figure 2). PMNE 
groups exhibited activation of bilateral middle frontal gyri, 
bilateral inferior parietal lobule, and left midbrain that extend 
to the right cerebellum anterior lobe (Table 1 and Figure 2). 
There were no significant differences between groups.

The control group exhibited significant activation in the right 
medial frontal gyrus, bilateral middle, inferior and superior 
frontal gyri, bilateral inferior parietal lobules extending to the 
superior parietal lobule, the right middle temporal gyrus, bilat-
eral caudate, and bilateral cerebellum posterior lobes in “2-back” 
minus “0-back” contrast (Table  1 and Figure  2). The PMNE 
group also exhibited similar frontal-occipital activation, includ-
ing bilateral middle and inferior frontal gyri, bilateral inferior 
parietal lobules extending to the superior parietal lobule, and 
bilateral cerebellum posterior lobes (Table  1 and Figure  2). 
There were no significant differences between groups.

The control group exhibited significant activation in the left 
medial frontal gyrus, bilateral middle, inferior and superior 
frontal gyri, bilateral inferior parietal lobules extending to the 
precuneus and superior parietal lobule, the right middle tem-
poral gyrus, and the right cerebellum posterior lobe in “2-back” 
minus “1-back” contrast (Table  2 and Figure  3). The PMNE 
group exhibited similar but weaker activation in the right 
medial frontal gyrus, bilateral middle and inferior frontal gyri, 
bilateral inferior parietal lobules, and the right superior pari-
etal lobule (Table 2 and Figure 3).The PMNE group exhibited 
significantly decreased activation in the right precentral gyrus, 
and the right inferior parietal lobule extending to the postcen-
tral gyrus compared with controls (Table 2 and Figure 3).

Task-related default mode network. Control children exhibited 
significantly reduced activation in the left anterior cingulate 
extending to the left medial frontal gyrus and the left anterior 
cingulate cortex during the n-back task compared with PMNE 

Figure 1.  Working memory task performance in children with PMNE 
and controls. The solid line represents HC, and the dashed line represents 
PMNE. CR, average percentage of correct responses; HC, healthy children; 
RT, average response times. *P < 0.05 children with PMNE compared with 
healthy children.
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children (Table  3, Figures  2 and 3). Children with PMNE 
exhibited more n-back-related default mode network negative 
activation (Table 3, Figures 2 and 3) in the right medial frontal 
gyrus, left precuneus, left middle and posterior cingulate gyri, 
bilateral anterior cingulate cortex, left middle temporal gyrus, 
right parahippocampal gyrus, right precentral gyrus, and left 
cuneus extending to the lingual gyrus and insula cortex com-
pared with controls.

DISCUSSION
The n-back task captures the active part of working memory. 
Sustained attention, but not working memory, is required 
for the 0-back condition. Therefore, this task is typically 
used as a baseline condition. The 1-back task requires sus-
tained attention and low difficulty working memory, and the 
2-back task requires sustained attention and high difficulty 

working memory. The task involves the encoding of incom-
ing stimuli, the monitoring, maintenance, and updating of the 
material, and matching the current stimulus to the n-back in 
the sequence (18). The task also involves decision, selection, 
inhibition, and interference resolution processes (18). More 
processes and mental effort are required in the performance 
of the 2-back than the 1-back task. Working memory–related 
activation was identified in a large cerebral network that pri-
marily included the lateral premotor cortex; dorsal cingulate 
and medial premotor cortexes; dorsolateral and ventrolateral 
prefrontal cortexes; frontal poles; and medial and lateral pos-
terior parietal cortexes (18).

Both groups of children exhibited activation of the fronto-
parietal network during performance of the n-back task. In 
support of our hypothesis, different patterns of activity were 
observed in the working memory network in the PMNE group 

table 1. Brain areas and their MNI coordinates in which significant activations were detected in comparisons between 1-back and 2-back vs. 
0-back during working memory tasks

Contrast Group and region Z value a
Number 
of voxels

Peak location

X Y Z

1-back–0-back Healthy children (HC)

  Right lentiform nucleus 4.14 49 15 3 0

  Right inferior parietal lobule 4.06 88 36 −48 42

PMNE

  Right middle frontal gyrus 4.55 194 30 −9 48

  Left middle frontal gyrus 4.00 77 −24 −12 48

  Right inferior parietal lobule 5.96 325 42 −39 48

  Left inferior parietal lobule 4.00 88 −36 −45 48

  Left midbrain extending to right cerebellum anterior lobe 4.39 52 0 −39 −24

2-back–0-back HC

  Right medial frontal gyrus extending to middle, inferior and superior frontal Gyri 5.68 1772 6 24 48

  Left middle frontal gyrus extending to inferior frontal gyrus 4.95 968 −27 9 57

  Right superior frontal gyrus extending to middle frontal gyrus 3.85 52 30 60 18

  Left inferior parietal lobule extending to superior parietal lobule 5.17 723 −45 −45 51

  Right inferior parietal lobule extending to superior parietal lobule 5.11 931 51 −54 45

  Right middle temporal gyrus 4.06 134 63 −33 −12

  Left caudate 4.61 67 −15 0 18

  Right caudate 4.29 78 12 −3 15

  Right cerebellum posterior lobe 4.24 132 42 −66 −30

  Left cerebellum posterior lobe 3.84 112 −24 −69 −27

PMNE

  Right middle frontal gyrus extending to inferior and superior frontal gyri 6.59 2658 36 51 9

  Left inferior frontal gyrus 5.22 103 −30 21 −3

  Left middle frontal gyrus 4.73 110 −36 45 12

  Right inferior parietal lobule extending to superior parietal lobule 5.49 591 45 −42 54

  Left inferior parietal lobule extending to superior parietal lobule 5.09 521 −39 −48 51

  Left cerebellum posterior lobe 3.94 52 −33 −60 −33

  Right cerebellum posterior lobe 3.79 61 30 −57 −36
aFor peak areas of activation. P < 0.05 with alphaSim corrected (combined height threshold of P < 0.001 and a minimum cluster size of 49 voxels).
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Figure 2. Significant activation and deactivation within-group comparisons between 1-back vs. 0-back and 2-back vs. 0-back during working memory. 
Red represents positive activation, whereas blue represents negative activation. P < 0.05 with AlphaSim corrected (combined height threshold of 
P < 0.001 and a minimum cluster size of 49 voxels).
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table 2. Brain areas and their MNI coordinates in which significant activations were detected in comparisons between 2-back vs. 1-back during 
working memory tasks

Group and region Z valuea
Number 
of voxels

Peak location

X Y Z

Healthy children (HC)

  Right middle frontal gyrus extending to inferior and superior frontal gyri 5.02 1349 −36 10 4

  Left middle frontal gyrus extending to superior frontal gyrus 4.77 438 6 16 62

  Left superior and medial frontal gyri 4.63 284 0 15 54

  Right inferior parietal lobule extending to precuneus and superior parietal lobule 5.42 1183 48 −57 42

  Left inferior parietal lobule extending to precuneus and superior parietal lobule 5.09 759 −45 −45 48

  Right middle temporal gyrus 4.31 213 57 −42 −6

  Right cerebellum posterior lobe 4.00 64 36 −66 −27

PMNE

  Left inferior frontal gyrus 4.58 53 −33 18 −6

  Right middle frontal gyrus 5.85 154 27 12 60

  Left superior frontal gyrus extending to middle frontal gyrus 4.82 95 −27 54 −9

  Right middle frontal gyrus 4.12 119 45 21 48

  Right inferior frontal gyrus extending to middle frontal gyrus 4.02 208 36 21 −3

  Left middle frontal gyrus 3.96 149 −30 −3 63

  Right medial frontal gyrus 3.84 89 6 18 48

  Left inferior parietal lobule extending to superior parietal lobule 3.83 81 −33 −54 48

  Right inferior parietal lobule 3.78 134 45 −48 48

HC > PMNE

  Right frontal lobe/precentral gyrus 4.72 184 48 −6 39

  Right inferior parietal lobule extending to postcentral gyrus 4.03 62 48 −33 48
aFor peak areas of activation. P < 0.05 with alphaSim corrected (combined height threshold of P < 0.001 and a minimum cluster size of 49 voxels).
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compared with controls. Children with PMNE exhibited 
more areas of activation during performance of the 1-back vs. 
0-back tasks and exhibited less areas of activation during per-
formance of the 2-back vs. 0-back tasks compared with healthy 
children (Figure 2). Furthermore, the PMNE group exhibited 
significantly decreased activation in the right precentral gyrus 
and the right inferior parietal lobule extending to postcentral 
gyrus when the 2-back and 1-back conditions were compared 
directly (Figure  3). These results suggest that children with 
PMNE tend to engage more brain areas during low difficulty 
working memory tasks and less brain areas during high dif-
ficulty working memory tasks compared to healthy children.

The PMNE group exhibited significantly decreased activa-
tion in the right precentral gyrus and the right inferior parietal 
lobule extending to the postcentral gyrus compared with the 
controls for the “2-back” minus “1-back” contrast. This result 
may suggest PMNE children decrease sensorimotor cortex acti-
vation to pay more attention to the task. The group difference 
occurred because of deactivation of the DMN in PMNE chil-
dren. Children with PMNE had significantly more deactivation 
in the DMN compared to healthy controls. The DMN typically 
consists of the medial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate/
precuneus, inferior parietal lobe, lateral temporal lobes, and 
hippocampal formation (21,22). The DMN is characterized by 
high activity when the mind is not engaged in specific behav-
ioral tasks and low activity during focused attention on the 
external environment (23). Deactivation in the DMN reflects 
the allocation of cerebral resources to support task perfor-
mance. The DMN tends to reduce activation when attention is 
focused on a particular task, and it tends to increase activation 
when attention is relaxed (21,22). Children with PMNE exhib-
ited more deactivation in the DMN, which suggests that they 
paid more attention and tried their best to perform the n-back 
task. Anticevic et al. (23) demonstrated that DMN suppression 
was closely related to goal-directed cognition, possibly by a 
reduction in goal-irrelevant functions (e.g., mind-wandering). 
Previous studies demonstrated that greater DMN deactivation 
is associated with more successful performance in goal-directed 
cognitive tasks (24–26). Similarly, defective deactivation of 

DMN regions is associated with worse behavioral performance 
in several conditions associated with cognitive impairment 
(27–29). Children with PMNE exhibited significant deacti-
vation during low and high difficulty working memory tasks 
(0-back vs. 1-back and 0-back vs. 2-back), and healthy chil-
dren exhibited a few areas of deactivation during high difficulty 
working memory tasks (0-back vs. 2-back). McKiernan et al. 
(30) found that task-induced deactivation of the default mode 
network increased with task difficulty. Therefore, the low dif-
ficulty working memory task was not easy for PMNE children. 
The longer RT during 1-back working memory in children with 
PMNE compared with the control group also supports this 
hypothesis. The additional deactivation suggests that children 
with PMNE tend to compensate with greater DMN deactiva-
tion to sustain normal working memory function.

In addition, children with PMNE exhibited slightly reduced, 
but not significant, performance accuracy (during 1- back and 
2-back) in the overall mean and individual n-back tasks com-
pared with control children. Furthermore, the PMNE group 
exhibited longer RTs during the n-back task, and the average 
RT and 1-back RT were significantly longer in PMNE chil-
dren. The performance data suggested that the PMNE group 
finished the n-back task similarly to the control group (similar 
accuracy) but with more difficulty (longer RT).

Our results suggest that children with PMNE have poten-
tial cognitive dysfunction. Esposito et  al. (31) reported that 
enuretic children had a higher prevalence of mild reading dif-
ficulties than controls.

The prevalence of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder is 
also higher in children with PMNE compared to the normal 
population (32), and children with PMNE also exhibit mem-
ory/attention impairments (33). The patients in this study 
were diagnosed with PMNE but not attention deficit hyper-
activity disorder, but they may have had potential memory/
attention problems. In addition, the PMNE patients showed 
a higher prevalence in pathologic performance on visuomo-
tor integration total task compared to controls (10). Previous 
observations suggested PMNE is complex and beyond a void-
ing disorder.

Figure 3. Significant activation and deactivation between 2-back vs. 1-back during low and high difficulty working memory tasks. Red represents posi-
tive activation, whereas blue represents negative activation. P < 0.05 with AlphaSim corrected (combined height threshold of P < 0.001 and a minimum 
cluster size of 49 voxels).
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There is one limitation of this study. The subjects performed 
different task levels with different accuracies. Therefore, the incor-
rect responses would affect working memory-related neuronal 
processing. However, this factor does not affect the main differ-
ence that was identified between these two groups of children.

Conclusion
Children with PMNE exhibited decreased cerebral activation 
in the task positive network and increased task-related cerebral 
deactivation during a working memory task and longer RTs. 
PMNE children exhibited different patterns of brain responses 
to different levels of working memory, and they tended to 
compensate with greater DMN deactivation to sustain normal 
working memory function. Our results suggest that children 
with PMNE have working memory dysfunction and potential 
cognitive dysfunction.

METHODS
Subjects
Forty children between 8 and 15 y of age participated in the study 
with the consent of the children and their guardians. There were two 
groups of 20 children: the PMNE group (15 males, 5 females) and the 

normal control group (15 males, 5 females). Children with PMNE 
had a mean age of 11.0 (SD = 1.8) y, and the healthy controls had a 
mean age of 10.8 (SD = 2.2) y. The mean duration of school education 
was 4.9 (SD = 1.8) y for children with PMNE and 4.7 (SD = 2.2) y 
for the healthy controls. All children were right handed and had an 
IQ > 75. All children with neurological or psychiatric diseases based 
on a clinical examination and structured interview were excluded. All 
20 children with PMNE were outpatients of the Shanghai Children’s 
Medical Center. The Institutional Review Board of the Shanghai 
Children’s Medical Center, which is affiliated with the Shanghai Jiao 
Tong University School of Medicine, approved this study (No: SCMC-
201014). Additional clinical data on the patient group are provided in 
Supplementary Table S1 online.

fMRI Paradigm: N-Back Task
This study used a similar version of the n-back task as previously 
described (34). Participants were instructed to perform and practice 
the tasks prior to the experiment. Three cognitive tasks were pre-
sented in a block-wise manner during fMRI. The paradigm consisted 
of a 10-s rest epoch and 12 alternating 18-s epochs of 0-back, 1-back, 
and 2-back conditions, followed by a 10-s rest epoch. All stimuli were 
shown in an IFIS-SA system (Invivo, Gainesville, FL), and the IFIS-SA 
system recorded the key-press responses of each subject. Subjects pas-
sively viewed a “cross” on a blank screen during the rest condition. The 
three experimental conditions included a red number, yellow number, 
and white number. Subjects responded to a single prespecified target 
number (e.g., 1, 2, 0) in the 0-back condition. The target in the 1-back 

table 3. Significant negative activation within-group during working memory in children with PMNE and in healthy children

Contrast Group and region Z value a
Number 
of voxels

Peak location

X Y Z

0-back–1-back Healthy children (HC)

  Left superior frontal gyrus 3.83 48 −9 39 60

  Left anterior cingulate extending to left medial frontal gyrus 3.74 48 −3 45 3

PMNE

  Right medial frontal gyrus 4.86 231 3 57 3

  Left precuneus extending to middle and posterior cingulate gyrus 4.33 267 −15 −63 21

  Left precuneus extending to left middle temporal gyrus 4.18 56 −42 −75 36

0-back–2-back HC

  Left anterior cingulate extending to left medial frontal gyrus 4.64 381 −3 42 −9

  Left anterior cingulate 4.33 63 −3 12 −9

PMNE

  Left precuneus extending to right medial frontal gyrus and cingulate gyrus 4.82 2170 −12 −48 57

  Left cuneus 4.77 120 −16 −93 30

  Left anterior cingulate extending to medial frontal gyrus 4.72 1257 −3 36 −9

  Right parahippocampa gyrus 4.62 192 30 −27 −15

  Right precentral gyrus 4.60 258 57 −3 15

  Left middle temporal gyrus 3.91 116 −48 3 −30

1-back–2-back HC

  No data

PMNE

  Right precentral gyrus extending to postcentral gyrus and medial frontal gyrus 5.40 1885 45 −9 39

  Left cuneus extending to lingual gyrus and insula 5.21 3281 −6 −102 15

  Right anterior cingulate extending to medial frontal gyrus 4.66 289 9 24 −6

  Right parahippocampa gyrus 4.21 162 30 −30 −18

  Left middle temporal gyrus 4.14 55 −54 6 −18
aFor peak areas of activation. P < 0.05 with alphaSim corrected (combined height threshold of P < 0.001 and a minimum cluster size of 49 voxels).
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condition was any number identical to the number that immediately 
preceded it (e.g., 1, 2, 2). The target in the 2-back condition was any 
number that was identical to the number presented two trials before 
the current trial (i.e., 1, 2, 1). In each block, nine numbers appeared in 
2-s intervals (1 s fixation presentation and 1 s number presentation).

fMRI Image Acquisition
All imaging procedures were conducted at the Shanghai Key Laboratory 
of Magnetic Resonance (East China Normal University, Shanghai, 
China) using a Siemens 3.0 T Trio Tim MR system. Anatomical images 
that covered the whole brain were collected using a T1-weighted gra-
dient echo pulse sequence (repetition time (TR) = 440 ms; echo time 
(TE) = 2.46 ms; flip angle = 90; 256 × 320 matrix; FOV = 22 × 22 cm2; 
and 32 slices). Collected images were used subsequently for exact ana-
tomical localization. A total of 118 whole-brain volumes were collected 
on 32 oblique slices (3 mm thick, 33% Dist factor) using a T2*-weighted 
gradient echo spiral pulse sequence that was sensitive to blood oxygen 
level-dependent contrast with the following acquisition parameters: 
TE = 30 ms; TR = 2,000 ms; flip angle = 90; FOV = 22 × 22 cm2; acquisi-
tion matrix = 64 × 64; and voxel size = 3.4 × 3.4 × 3 mm3.

Analysis of Performance Data
RT and task performance accuracy were recorded for patients and 
control subjects for each condition. Performance data (accuracy and 
RT) were compared using unpaired t-tests to identify significant dif-
ferences in performance between the two groups (P < 0.05).

Individual-Level fMRI Analysis
Functional images were analyzed using statistical parametric map-
ping software (SPM8; the Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, 
London, UK) and Matlab software (Math-Works, Natick, MA) on a 
personal computer. Images from the first 10 TRs at the beginning of 
each trial were discarded to achieve steady-state signal equilibrium. 
Image preprocessing included motion correction and image realign-
ment to each subject’s first image. Session images were normalized 
using the mean functional volume resampled to 3 × 3 × 3 mm3 voxels 
in Montreal Neurological Institute stereotaxic space. Spatial smooth-
ing was performed on the functional images using a Gaussian filter 
(6 mm full width half-maximum). All children with head movement 
that exceeded 2 mm, regardless of rotation and translation, were 
excluded from further analyses.

We constructed six contrasts for each individual subject in the first-
level analysis: 1-back minus 0-back, 2-back minus 0-back, 2-back minus 
1-back, 0-back minus 1-back, 0-back minus 2-back, and 1-back minus 
2-back. These contrast images were analyzed with SPM8 using a general 
linear model to determine voxel-wise t-statistics for each subject.

Group-Level Analysis
Con or contrast (difference in β) images of the first-level analysis were 
used for second-level group statistics. A random effects model was 
used for group analysis to determine voxel-wise t-statistics that con-
trasted specific conditions of interest. The contrast images of 20 PMNE 
subjects and 20 control subjects were used to determine within-group 
activation for the PMNE and control groups using one-sample t-tests. 
Two-sample t-tests were used to determine between-group differ-
ences. A random effects model was used for between-group analyses. 
Clusters of activation to display were defined as areas that surpassed 
a height threshold of P <0.05 with AlphaSim corrected (combined 
height threshold of P <0.001 and a minimum cluster size of 49 voxels) 
for all within- and between-group analyses.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary material is linked to the online version of the paper at http://
www.nature.com/pr
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